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pears as melting away like the imagery of a dream, of what value is
the mediation of such a world at that highest stage ? Of what value
is a toy-elephant to one who understands that it is only a toy ? Of
what value is a diagram (and that too an inaccurate one) to one who
is face to face with the original Reality ?
Again, what is the meaning of the remark that cc the light of reason
is extinguished ? 5? The question here raised can only be answered
with. the help of what Principal John Caird terms c the hidden logic
of a spiritual process.9  If what the learned Master of Balliol calls
reason is extinguished, he may be assured that something better and
nobler is acquired in this process of transformation. But why assume
the extinction of reason, when it is admitted that nothing is annihi-
lated in the process of development, but all is assimilation and
transformation ? Why not say that the potential universality
of reason becomes a realised and accentuated fact in such a
case ?
Similarly, as to Passions and Desires, when the Veddnfa advocates
Self-denial as a virtue, it does not ask us to destroy the senses or the
sense-objects, but to keep the senses under proper control, while moving
among sense-objects.1 Nor are we asked, to denxolisli all the desires,
as is popularly believed ; for this is impossible in the very nature of
things. To demolish all desires would mean th.e cessation of all activity,
l|kich is absolutely impossible.2
^o doubt, the senses are described as very powerful, trying impe"
tibnsly to carry away the heart of even a prudent man wlio strives
to restrain them.3 No doubt, also, that desires and passions are said
to be the greatest enemies of man.4
JBut all these are a part of our nature, though only a perverted
part, and cannot be eradicated or plucked out as thorns in one's body.
They are not at peace with man, it is true, yet they cannot part corn-
1 Bh^ Gitn? ^—"^ the disci-  actionless; for helplessly is ©very one
pimed Self, moving among sense-objects,  driven to action by the qualities born of
with senses free from attraction and re-  nature " etc. etc
pulsion, mastered by the Self, goeth to     3   'r., ,.'9 .."
peace."                                        lvliu" -LL' w'
3 Ibid. Ill, 4-7;—" Man winnetli   , 4. Bha^ Git* I1^ 37-39:—"It is
not freedom from action by abstaining  deslre' lt ls wrath, begotten by the
from activity, nor by mere renunciation  ^^-ality of motion; all—consuming, all-
doth he rise to perfection. Nor can any  P^tog^ow now this as our foe here
one, even for an instant, remain really  on ©arfch/'etc. etc.

